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Task: Pair-wise skill comparison for long videos
Input: A pair of long videos
Output: Which one is better



Assumptions in prior works:
• The same level of skill is exhibited throughout the video
• Videos have the same rate of progress: segment-level training

• All parts of the video are equally important: uniform pooling

Motivation

In this work:
• Video parts can have different skills: video-level training
• Some parts are more informative: temporal attention

• The relevance may differ depending on the skill level: rank-aware attention



Rank-aware Attention 

Solution
Two attention module to separately attend to parts of the video informative for high skill or low skill

The attention should be rank-aware
Relevant segments may differ depending on the subject’s skill.

A low-skill subject may perform certain actions not performed by a high-skill subject and vice-versa. 

For a pair i > j
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Method: Overview

A siamese network with three modules:
Ranking with high-skill attention
Ranking with low-skill attention
Ranking with uniform pooling 



Method: Loss

1. Ranking losses for the three modules:
For pair comparison

2. Disparity losses: explicitly encourages the 
attention modules to outperform the uniform

Similar for low-skill attention 

m1: 1, m2: 0.1, m3: 0.3

3. Rank-aware loss: ensure s+ attends to higher 
skill parts while s− attends to lower skill parts

m3 > m2

i is better than j
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Method: Loss Illustration

Notation
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Method: Loss Illustration

1. No loss 2. + ranking loss
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Method: Loss Illustration
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Method: Loss Illustration

1. No loss 2. + ranking loss

3. + disparity loss 4. + rank-aware loss

Notation
s+(i)

s+(j)

s-(i)

s-(j)

u(i)

u(j)

High score

Low score

>m1

>m1+m2 >m1+m3

m1: 1, m2: 0.1, m3: 0.3



Method: Attention
FC -> ReLU -> FC -> Softmax

Averaged over K branches:

with diversity loss…
(The summed inner products between each two branches)

Final loss:

Test score:



Dataset

EPIC-Skills 2018 dataset 
Surgery (JIGSAWS)
Drawing 
Dough-rolling
Chopstick-using

YouTubeSkill Dataset (Newly built)
Scrambling eggs
Braiding hair
Tying a tie
Making an origami crane
Applying eyeliner 

Pair preference annotated by four AMT workers
Only consistent pairs are used (all workers agree)



Experiments
Evaluation Metric: Pairwise accuracy averaged over tasks
EPIC-Skills 2018 dataset: four-fold cross validation
YouTubeSkill Dataset: 75% pairs for training, 25% for test
Neither video in a test pair is present in the training data

CVPR2018, Segment-level training, uniform pooling
Baseline, only use the last segment (the final product)
Baseline, single branch uniform pooling

CVPR2018, sparse attention
Baseline, single branch attention



Ablation Studies
and decreases the sensitivity to initial- ization with softmax attention. 



Ablation Studies

Num of branches for attention (3 used) Correlation between high and low skill attention (3x3=9)



Results

Irrelevant segments are filtered out: turning on the stove-top and opening the cupboard
High and low skill attentions focus on different parts: 

whisking the eggs and stirring in the pan vs. adding milk/cream to the eggs and pouring



Contribution
• Demonstrating the need for rank-aware temporal attention and 

propose a model to learn this effectively 
• Contribute a new skill determination dataset with 500 videos


